
Conclusion 

Why are the problems of black holes so important for modern physics and astro
physics? The answer is obvious: black holes are absolutely unusual objects. They 
are neither material bodies nor radiation fields. Black holes are clots of gravity. One 
may say that black holes open for us a door to a new very wide field of study of the 
physical world. 

Some 30 years ago, very few scientists thought that black holes may really exist. 
Attention focussed on the black hole hypothesis after neutron stars had been dis
covered. It was rather surprising that astrophysicists immediately 'welcomed' them. 
Black holes found their place not only in the remnants of supernova explosions but 
also in the nuclei of galaxies and quasars. 

The question about the cosmological role of small black holes became especially 
important after Hawking's discovery of the quantum evaporation of black holes. The 
hypothesis of elementary black holes (maximons) is interesting not only in its cos
mological consequences but also in the aspects concerning particle physics. In all 
likelihood, virtual black holes will be an important element of the future quantum 
theory of gravitation. The investigation of the properties of black holes revealed 
profound relationships between gravitation, quantum theory, and thermodynamics. 
This progress (and especially the fact that the theory of black holes participating 
in physical processes requires qualitatively new ideas) has brought about the growth 
of an essentially novel branch of physics during the past 15 to 20 years: black-hole 
physics with its own object of study and its inherent problems. These problems are 
often of a very fundamental nature, while the object is so astonishing that this new 
field attracted quite a few researchers. 

We wanted this book to explain the main phenomena in black hole physics. We 
fully understand that some aspects of this field deserve a more detailed presentation 
than we were able to provide. We feel slightly justified because incompleteness fre
quently reflects the current situation in the theory. Black-hole physics is a young 
and rapidly progressing science. We hope that this development will not only clarify 
the puzzling aspects but also make physicists happy with new, even less predictable 
results. 
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